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Watershed wake up calls from the
Wine Country fire zone



Pepperwood Mission: advance science-based 
conservation science across our region

and beyond
The new Dwight Center for 

Conservation Science

3200-acre reserve in 

Mayacamas, partnered with 

CA  Academy of Sciences



October 8, 2017

Pepperwood location





What will be the net effect on fuel loads and risk 

of future fire? Flood risks? Drought resilience?

Can we inform extreme event-smart strategies 

for rebuilding our community?



Extreme event response =
climate adaptation in real time?

What’s happening in terms of impacts on Wine 
Country fire zone watersheds?

(projections, field evaluations, and response)

What are potential climate-hydrology-vegetation-fire 
trends that will intersect flooding for Nor Cal 

watersheds? 

Where can you access this kind of data?

Outline



What’s happening in terms of impacts on 

Wine Country fire zone watersheds?

(projections and field evaluations)

Stornetta Dairy, pre- and post-fire (NY Times)



This fire has been a tragedy because of costs to

human lives and property.

By contrast, our watersheds and biodiversity are 

showing their resilience.



How are our watersheds projected to 

respond in terms of runoff and erosion?





Nuns fire zone: 

increase in peak flows

Increases in Q10 range from 1-73%

Hot spots: It is estimated that a 

post-fire 10-year event in the

Hood Mountain and Adobe Canyon 

drainages would produce a 100-

year pre-fire peak flow. 



• average pre-fire erosion rate is   

0.25 tons/acre for the 2-y RI

• post-fire average is 12 tons/acre 

(<10 tons/acre to 40 tons/acre)

• roughly an order of magnitude 

increase over burn zone

Nuns fire zone: 

increase in erosion



What is meaningful to evaluate in the field to 

improve our empirical understanding of fire 

impacts on local watersheds?



Sentinel site 
weather and 

hydrology



Sonoma County Water Agency-USGS-

Pepperwood Runoff and Sedimentation project

Rain gages, stream gages, 

soil moisture probes, 

sedimentation assessments, 

complementary flood 

warning system 



Community 

Response

Incredible public-private 

mobilization of materials and 

volunteer crews to stabilize 

toxic debris!

We were very lucky not to get hit with early high intensity storms!

How can we be more prepared next time to do a better job monitoring?



What are potential climate-hydrology-
vegetation-fire trends that will intersect 

flood risks for Nor Cal watersheds?

Pepperwood’s Turtle Pond-Post-fire recovery



TBC3 vulnerability assessments

Water balance 

model

Vegetation exposure

Fire risk

River discharge

• Snow extent

•Water supply (runoff+recharge)

• In-situ recharge per unit area and per 

basins

• Water deficits and soil storage
Flint and Flint 2015

direct project 

outputs

inputs to 3 

secondary impact 

models

• % Probability of burn over 30 years
Krawchuk and Moritz 2014

• Exposure rankings based on

BCM and vegetation vulnerabilities
Thorne et al 2016

• Cumulative flow at a gage location

(annual values) Flint 2016



North Bay Precipitation (PPT in/y)
bounding extremes of IPCC range, 30-y average, current to mid-Century

Current 1981-2010
43” average

Projected 2040-2069
35” average

hot and 
low 
rainfall

Projected 2040-2069
54” average

projecting 19-21% less 
rainfall than 1981-2010

projecting 25-35% greater 
rainfall than 1981-2010

?

warm 
and high 
rainfall



North Bay Annual Rainfall Projections (2010-2099)
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Scenario 5
19 events >=1940
41 events >90th %
0 events <=1976
6 events <10th %

Warm, high rainfall (CNRM-CM5)

Scenario 3
5 events >=1940
19 events >90th %
0 events <=1976
10 events <10th %

Warm, moderate rainfall (CCSM-4)

Scenario 4
3 events >=1940
10 events >90th %
3 events <=1976
23 events <10th %

Warm, low rainfall (GFDL-A2)

Scenario 6
0 events >=1940
4 events >90th %
1 events <=1976
14 events <10th %

Hot, low rainfall (Miroc-ESM)

Scenario 1
5 events >=1940
13 events >90th %
0 events <=1976
18 events <10th %

Low warming, low rainfall (GFDL-B1)

Scenario 2
6 events >=1940
23 events >90th %
3 events <=1976
17 events <10th %

Low warming, moderate rainfall (PCM-A2)

North Bay Climate Ready
Regional Annual Rainfall:
Historical and Projected
(comparison of 90-year periods)

Extremes (1920-2009)
2 events >=1940

9 events >90th % (56.4in/y)*
1 events <=1976

9 events <10th % (27.1 in/y)*

* 10th and 90th percentile benchmarks based on 1920-2009 record



Climate Ready North Bay
Annual Rainfall Extremes per Decade 

Factor of increase or decrease (projected relative to 1920-2009): 
extreme annual events per decade

>=1940        

(69.1 in/yr)

>90th %    

(56.4 in/yr)

<10th %    

(27.1 in/yr)

<=1976      

(15.9 in/yr)

Historical through current 1920-2009 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

1 Low warming, Low rainfall 2010-2099 2.5 1.4 2.0 0.0

2 Low warming, Mod rainfall 2010-2099 0.3 2.6 1.9 3.0

3 Warm, Mod rainfall 2010-2099 2.5 2.1 1.1 0.0

4 Warm, Low rainfall 2010-2099 1.5 1.1 2.6 3.0

5 Warm, High rainfall 2010-2099 9.5 4.6 0.7 0.0

6 Hot, Low rainfall 2010-2099 0.0 0.4 1.6 1.0

Average 2.7 2.0 1.6 1.2

Scenario # Name Time Period

Annual Peaks (floods) Annual Lows (droughts)



Climatic Water Deficit = drought stress
Potential – Actual Evapotranspiration

Integrates effects of temperature and rainfall on 
landscape in context of watershed structure

Surrogate for irrigation demand

Correlates with vegetation and fire risk

Potential drought-stress indicator

Increases with all future climate 
scenarios

PET

SUPPLY

DEFICIT

BCM methods

CWD mechanistically links energy loading, 
drainage, and available soil moisture

Climatic Water Deficit (CWD) of 
how dry the soils are at the end of 
the summer

In North Bay on order of 10-
20% drier, equivalent to 3-6” 

rainfall



CWD 31 in/y average CWD 34 in/y average

(-3 in/y)

CWD 37 in/y average

(-6 in/y)

More arid conditions will cause transitions to more fire-prone vegetation





How can I get annual 
and seasonal time 
series BCM data for 
the Napa Valley and 
beyond?

BETA now available via the Climate Smart Watershed 

analyst on California Climate Commons! 

calcommons.climate.org/tbc3/ sf-bay-watershed-analyst



Join us for a world-class conference on 
fire science and management 

May 7-9, 2018
at Sonoma State and in the field! 

Go to www.pepperwoodpreserve.org for 
registration details

http://www.pepperwoodpreserve.org/


Thank you!         

lmicheli@pepperwoodpreserve.org


